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New enhanced Qwined 2006 Editor to fasten and ease
Developers’ work

Neoxen Systems has announced maintenance release of their fully
featured developers’ editor. Neoxen Qwined 2006 is available for 32-bit
and 64-bit Microsoft Windows operating systems.

“Qwined 2006 is developed and tested with new Microsoft Visual Studio
2005 environment among the first products on the markets.”said Tero
Toropainen, Product Management Director at Neoxen Systems. “By using
latest development environment from Microsoft, we already started focus
to integrate award winning Neoxen Qwined seamlessly with Office 12
development tools and forthcoming Windows Vista.”

Neoxen Qwined is award winning fully featured Programmer's Editor
supporting over twenty Programming Languages and Configuration File
formats out of the box. It has a built-in and customizable word and
symbol auto completion for Windows and Web development, code
folding, theme support and much more. It is highly configurable and
integrates into Windows Explorer Menu System. It can be easily extended
by third parties and it can be localized virtually in different languages.

“Neoxen Qwined 2006 release brings many fixes to issues reported by
the end-users. These fixes will make the product even more stable and
convenient to use.” Toropainen continues. “Also new themes for user
interface are included in the package.”

Neoxen Qwined 2006 is currently able to syntax style over 20
programming languages such as Assembler, C/C++/C#, Eiffel, Fortran,
Java, Lisp, Pascal, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby just to mention few of them.
It has been translated into 25 languages; this version of the product
provides the localization for instance for Scandinavian and most of the
European languages, Chinese, Japanese, Russian and Turkish.
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Neoxen Qwined 2006 is available for free download from Neoxen
Downloads site.

Neoxen Systems is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and Microsoft
Visual Studio Industry Partner specialized in Document Management and
collaborative Process Management solutions for global markets. With our
Neoxen technology and product family we help our customers to succeed
by reducing their time-to-market efforts, increasing their customer
satisfaction, improving quality and increasing their organizational
performance.
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